POWER SHUT DOWN (REVISED)

Panaji; April 15, 2020

A Power Shut down has been arranged on April 16, 2020 from 09:00am to 02.00pm. on the 11KV Shiroda feeder under Sub. Division II, Ponda. Areas affected are Padal T/C, Merrymilk T/C, Kirtinagar T/C Malshewada T/C and surrounding areas.

Similarly, on April 16, 2020, a power shut down has been arrange from 10:00am to 02.00pm on 33/11 KV Dharbandora Sub Station. Areas affected are Dharbandora, Sancorda, Bolkarne, Satpal, Tambdisurla Okamb, Pratapnagar, Tisk Usgao and surrounding areas.

On April 16, 2020 a power shut down has been arranged from 08:00am to 01.00pm on 11 KV Bonbag Feeder. Areas affected are TalsaiShirshirem, Krupanagar, Dhob and surrounding areas.

On April 17, 2020 a power shut down has been arranged from 08:00am to 01.00pm on 11 KV Bonbag Feeder. Areas affected are Deulwada, Kudyal, Navdurga Garden, Kalmamol and surrounding areas.

Also on April 20, 2020 a power shut down has been arranged from 08:00am to 01.00pm on 11 KV Bonbag Feeder. Areas affected are Kalmamol, Deulwada, Navdurga Garden, Kudyal, Talsai, Shirshirem, Krupanagar, Dhob and surrounding areas.

On April 21, 2020 a power shut down has been arranged from 08:00am to 01.00pm on 11 KV Borim Feeder. Areas affected are Tamshirem, Motye, Saibaba and surrounding areas.
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